USPB PROGRAM BROADENS U.S. DEHY USE IN KOREAN FOODSERVICE
For the past few years, the USPB’s marketing program in
Korea has focused on creating usage of U.S. dehydrated
potatoes among a wider variety of foodservice operations —
a strategy that aided U.S. exports in jumping 66% by volume
and 51% by value last year. During MY14/15, U.S. dehy
exports hit 4,447 metric tons valued at $6 million.

dehydrated potatoes were launched by the foodservice
sector during MY14/15. These included the food court in the
IKEA store, a Korean-cuisine fine dining restaurant, several
Korean fusion cuisine restaurants, coffee shop dining, and a
TV celebrity chef’s bakery. Overall the new menu launches
are expected to account for about 2 percent of incremental
usage in the U.S. dehydrated potato market in Korea.

To create new demand in the foodservice sector, the USPB
has conducted trade outreach and education, consisting of
trade show participation, dissemination of recipes, menu
presentations and small group seminars. Culinary menu
presentations turned out to be a key activity in elevating
the image of U.S.
dehydrated potato
products among
professional chefs,
by giving them
firsthand experience
with the product.
As a direct result
of USPB activities,
16 new menu
items using U.S.

Another significant new user was gained during MY14/15
when the major food company Shinsegae launched five new
bakery products using U.S. dehydrated potatoes in seven
Menagerie stores and three new products in five Daloyau
stores — prompting sales of 1 metric ton during the first
month. These launches were a result of USPB’s in-house
recipe contest conducted with Shinsegae in MY13/14.

FOODSERVICE EDUCATION HELPS U.S. REGAIN POSITION
Restaurant seminars and training in Vietnam have been
crucial in helping U.S. frozen potatoes recover from last
winter’s West Coast port issues. Since falling approximately
50% during November 2014-March 2015, average monthly
exports of U.S. potatoes have been rising since April
2015 and have resumed their normal levels. A series of
educational activities developed by USPB had a direct
impact on participant purchases, helping prevent more
severe declines and repositioning the U.S. to once again
become the market’s major supplier.
USPB conducted Integrated Potato Training with 22 outlets
of four major QSRs, all of which have since made significant
marketing decisions in favor of U.S. potatoes:
n

n

L otteria, Vietnam’s single largest QSR, renewed its annual
contract to buy U.S. fries and added a second U.S. fry to its
menu. It estimates that it will require 6-7 containers per
month during 2015. Lotteria also requested additional
chain training for outlets in secondary cities, citing
increased fry sales at the outlets that received training.

n

 izza Hut added wedges to their online order menu
P
beginning in February 2015, utilizing about 300 kg of
wedges during the first month it launched.

n

 unkin Donuts, which is set to expand this year, launched
D
a new hash-brown snack item.

A chef boot camp and two chef seminars in secondary cities
also had positive results. At least one restaurant located in
Danang switched to U.S. fries, and a distributor in the city of
Nha Trang reported their fry volume increased 1 metric ton a
month after the seminar. Following a “Why Buy U.S.” seminar,
new user Vuvuzela Beer Club added U.S. fries to their snack
menu and now uses 2 metric tons per month.

 fter chain training, Burger King added a new menu item
A
using frozen chips to top its burgers. It also reported that
fry sales volume increased 4% monthly after chain training
concepts were enacted.
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